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Structurally similar transition metal systems can have widely differing magnetic properties. A
prime example of this is found for bilayers on Ir(111), where Pd/Fe/Ir(111) ground state has a well-
established noncollinear spin texture, while Pd/Co/Ir(111) present a ferromagnetic (FM) single-
domain. To unravel the origins of these different magnetic behaviors, an investigation of Pd/Fe and
Pd/Co bilayers on Ir(111), is here performed. Based on the obtained ab-initio electronic structure,
exchange coupling parameters (Jij) and Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interactions (DMI), we demonstrate
that, although in Pd/Co/Ir(111) the DMI is significant, two ingredients play a key role on the
origin of noncollinearity in Pd/Fe/Ir(111): the presence of magnetic frustrations and a much more
in-plane DMI, both with a long-range influence. The Jij and DMI behaviors in both systems can be
explained in terms of a simple rigid-band-like model. Also, by performing spin-dynamics simulations
with the magnetic parameters tuned from the Pd/Co/Ir(111) to Pd/Fe/Ir(111) ab-initio values, we
could find conditions for the emergence of skyrmionic phases in the originally FM Pd/Co/Ir(111).

I. INTRODUCTION

Among the manifestations of the nanoscale magnetism,
one of high interest is the phenomenon of noncollinear
magnetism, characterized by magnetic moments of neigh-
boring atoms with no unique quantization axis. Although
the nature of this kind of magnetic configuration in solid-
state systems is not completely understood on a micro-
scopic level, many different expressions of noncollinear
magnetism have been found by the joint effort of experi-
mental and theoretical investigations: parity effects [1, 2],
vortex-like magnetic structures [3, 4], complex spin tex-
tures [5–9] and skyrmions [10–14]. The observation of
skyrmions [13] in magnetic materials has attracted at-
tention, due to their potential applications in novel spin-
tronic technologies, such as logical [15] and non-volatile
[16] data storage devices.

Different materials have been investigated inspect-
ing the possibility of exhibiting noncollinear configura-
tions and, in particular, skyrmions. Those which are
constituted by magnetic overlayers onto high spin-orbit
coupling (SOC) substrates are often good candidates
as skyrmionic systems [12, 17, 18], due to the combi-
nation of different exchange mechanisms, such as the
Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction (DMI) [19, 20], mag-
netic frustrations [6, 21–23], substrate and overlayers hy-
bridizations [24] and even higher-order interactions (e.g.,
four-spin) [17].

Examples of complex magnetism in atomically thin
layers and at interfaces can be found by theoretical stud-
ies and measurements, e.g. the extensively investigated
Pd/Fe bilayer on Ir(111) [12, 25], as well as by decorat-
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ing the film edge with Fe/Co spots [26]. In this system,
the ground state is characterized by a spin-spiral con-
figuration [27, 28] and, when subjected to the action of
an external perpendicular magnetic field [12, 25, 29–31]
(of ∼ 1 − 1.5 T and at low temperatures), the emer-
gence of a skyrmion lattice can be observed. As a sub-
strate, the 5d element Ir is particularly interesting since
the SOC should be significant what, in conjunction with
a low symmetry situation provided by the surface, leads
to an important DMI. In addition, 4d elements like Pd
are particularly attractive to be used as overlayers, since
large magnetic moments can be induced, due to their
high magnetic susceptibility. However, if the Fe layer is
replaced by Co (periodic table Fe row nearest neighbor
element) to generate Pd/Co/Ir(111), the system presents
a ferromagnetic (FM) single-domain state [32].
On one hand, the local magnetic properties of the

Pd/Co bilayer on Ir(111) have not yet been deeply in-
vestigated by theoretical approaches. In order to under-
stand the microscopic origins and favorable conditions
for the emergence of noncollinear magnetism, in special
skyrmions [33], a full comparison of Pd/Fe/Ir(111) and
Pd/Co/Ir(111) offers a special opportunity, through the
analysis of the exchange coupling parameter (Jij) and
the DMI, discussing the role of each type of interaction.
On the other hand, recent studies [34–38] have shown
that, even in the absence of favorable intrinsic DMI and
frustrated exchange interactions, such properties can be
tuned by external/internal modifications in the systems,
such as the application of long-term [34, 35, 38, 39] or
short-term [37] electric fields, strain [36], or even by in-
troducing defects with strong spin-orbit coupling [7]. In
view of that electronic structure-level controlling of mag-
netic interactions, one can conjecture that, for given ap-
propriate conditions, skyrmionic phases can be found in
the originally FM Pd/Co/Ir(111).
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Here we first perform a first-principles investigation of
the electronic structure and magnetic properties of Pd/Fe
and Pd/Co bilayers on an Ir(111) substrate. The analysis
is focused on the conditions that lead to the emergence of
noncollinear spin textures in Pd/Fe/Ir(111), in particular
skyrmionic phases (SkPs): in this work, we consider a
SkP the metastable state which present skyrmions, which
can be mixed with other magnetic structures (e.g., spin-
spirals) or not. Last, we explore through atomistic spin
dynamics simulations, how the exchange interactions in
the pristine Pd/Co/Ir(111) would have to be altered in
order to support the creation of such SkPs, showing the
resulting phase diagrams.

II. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS

The electronic structure calculations were performed in
the framework of the Density Functional Theory (DFT)
using the self-consistent real-space linear muffin-tin or-
bital method within the atomic sphere approximation
(RS-LMTO-ASA) [40, 41], which has been generalized
to describe noncollinear magnetism [42–46].

The RS-LMTO-ASA is based on the LMTO-ASA for-
malism [47] and solves the eigenvalue problem directly
in real space using the recursion method [48]. All
calculations were performed within the local spin den-
sity approximation (LSDA) [49] and including SOC,
~l · ~s, in each variational step [47]. In the recursion
method, the continued fractions have been terminated
with the Beer-Pettifor approach [50] after LL = 22 re-
cursion levels. After the self-consistent procedure for
the collinear solution, the isotropic exchange parame-
ters Jij are calculated with the Liechtenstein-Katsnelson-
Antropov-Gubanov (LKAG) formula [51] as implemented
in the RS-LMTO-ASA method [52, 53], as well as the
anisotropic exchange, DMI [54], ~Dij . We note that
higher-order interactions (HOI) can have an influence on
the magnetic ordering. However, recent investigations
[55] have shown that, for Co-based bilayers, the HOI are
relatively small; in the Pd/Fe/Ir(111) case, the four-spin
interaction can lead to an enhancement of skyrmion sta-
bility.

For the calculated magnetic interactions here, we also
considered both Jij(E), i.e. Jij as a function of the in-
tegration energy limit (in the expression [51] for the ex-
change interactions), and the (s, p, d) orbital contribu-
tions to Jij (calculated including only the corresponding
orbital indices in the integration [52]). An analogous ap-
proach (replacing the integration limit to a given energy
E) is here used to obtain the DMI vector components as
a function of energy.

Pd/Fe and Pd/Co bilayers on Ir(111) substrates were
simulated in real space by semi-infinite clusters with
∼ 16,000 atoms generated using the fcc Ir experimen-
tal lattice constant (a = 3.84 Å[56]). One layer of empty
spheres was also included to simulate the vacuum region
above the Pd layer. In all cases, the magnetic Fe (or

Co) atoms are placed on the surface in the fcc-stacking.
Relaxations towards the surface in the real-space calcula-
tions were neglected, since our results presented already a
good agreement with experimental observations [12, 32].
After the electronic structure calculations, atomistic

spin dynamics (ASD) were performed using the UppASD
package [57, 58]. Using the ab-inito calculated Jij and
~Dij the spin Hamiltonian Hi at a given site i can be
obtained from

Hi = −
∑
i 6=j

Jij(êi · êj)−
∑
i 6=j

~Dij · (êi × êj)− µB
∑
i

~B · êi

+
∑
i

Ki
eff (êi · êz)2

,

(1)

where ~B is the external applied magnetic field (option-
ally included in the Hamiltonian), êi is the direction of
the local i-th magnetic moment, µB is the Bohr mag-
neton, and Ki

eff are the anisotropy strengths in the êz
direction (where Ki

eff < 0 indicates an out-of-plane easy
axis). From this spin Hamiltonian Beffi = −∂Hi

∂êi
of the

Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert (LLG) equation [58] can be ob-
tained, which is then used in the ASD simulations.
In the ultrathin films investigated here, the dipole-

dipole interaction energy term is small (of the order of
10−1 meV/atom) when compared to the DMI, and its ef-
fects can be reproduced by considering it as part of an
effective anisotropy. [59, 60]. Therefore, theKi

eff parame-
ters were split in two parts: (i) the SOC-induced magne-
tocrystalline anisotropy (Ki

SOC), and the so-called shape
anisotropy (Ki

dd), related to the dipole-dipole interac-
tions. The Ki

dd values can be obtained by the Ewald’s
summation technique [61]. In turn, Ki

SOC was obtained
using the Quantum ESPRESSO (QE) package [62, 63],
using a fully relativistic scheme based on ultrasoft pseu-
dopotentials [64]. In these QE calculations, the plane
wave basis-set was considered withing a cutoff of 110 Ry
and the Brillouin zones were sampled by a 12× 12× 2 ~k-
point mesh, following the Monkhorst-Pack method [65].
The Pd/Co/Ir(111) system was modelled with 8 Ir lay-
ers and ∼ 10Å of vaccuum, while the first three lay-
ers were relaxed to achieve the optimal geometry. For
Pd/Fe/Ir(111), we used the experimental value for the
effective anisotropy, of 0.4 meV/Fe [25, 26].
The simulation of spin systems with a Hamiltonian

given by Eq. 1 and subjected to periodic boundary condi-
tions, can exhibit an energy penalty if the cells are incom-
mensurate with the magnetic textures. Here, we found
that a square lattice with 250× 250 atomic spins is suit-
able for simulating the Fe and Co layers of Pd/Fe/Ir(111)
and Pd/Co/Ir(111). The convergence to an optimum
state with ASD followed the simulated annealing (SA)
method [66], gradually decreasing the temperature and
equilibrating the spin configuration with the heat-bath
Monte-Carlo algorithm in every temperature step. Each
simulation was performed two times, starting from a FM
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and a random (paramagnetic) spin configurations. The
two total energies obtained from the SA were then com-
pared, finally allowing the choice of the lower-energy
state. For the Pd/Fe/Ir(111) phase diagram, we also
started from the lowest-energy magnetic configuration in
each point [30]. The presence of skyrmionic structures
was analyzed through the topological charges Q of the
entire spin lattice [67].

III. RESULTS

A. Magnetic moments and anisotropy

First, we performed calculations in a collinear ap-
proach for Pd/Fe and Pd/Co bilayers on Ir(111). The
obtained spin magnetic moment (ms) was 2.78µB/atom
at the Fe sites in Pd/Fe/Ir(111) and 1.85µB/atom at the
Co sites in Pd/Co/Ir(111). The Fe (Co) atoms induced
spin polarizations on Pd sites at the outermost layer,
and the magnetizations were not small: ms = 0.32µB
(0.30µB)/atom. On the other hand, the induced spin
moments on Ir atoms at the first layer (denoted herein
by Ir1), nearest to the Fe (or Co) layer, −0.03µB/atom,
are small. The −(+) sign indicates that the induced
moments at Ir sites are aligned antiparallel (parallel)
to the spin moments of the 3d metals. These Ir ms

quickly vanishes with increasing distance from the mag-
netic layer, in an Friedel-like oscillatory pattern (such
as the charge density). The orbital contributions to the
magnetic moments (mo) were all found to be relatively
small: mo ∼ 0.1 µB/atom (∼ 0.09µB/atom) for Fe
(Co), and mo ∼ 0.03 µB/atom for Pd. All magnetic
moments obtained here are in agreement with previous
results [31, 32, 68]. With these ab-initio magnetic mo-
ments, the calculated Ki

dd parameters (see Eq. 1) for the
fcc(111) monolayer of Co is Ki

dd = 0.16 meV/atom, with
an in-plane contribution, as expected. In turn, using the
Ki
dd and the obtained Ki

SOC values from ~k-space calcula-
tions, we find that the effective anisotropy strength (see
Eq. 1) is Ki

eff = −0.38 meV/atom for Pd/Co/Ir(111).
This Ki

eff was used in all spin-dynamics simulations re-
ported later.

The spin-polarized local density of states (LDOS) for
the d orbitals of representative layers among the systems
studied here are shown in Figure 1; s and p orbitals are
not shown since they are very small. It can be noticed the
similarity of the Fe (Figure 1a) and Co (Figure 1b) sys-
tems, where an almost rigid band model can be applied
(roughly, it is the Fermi level position what is changed by
adding one electron when going from Fe to Co). There
is a relevant overlap energy interval of the 3d, 4d and 5d
states. Due to this large 3d-4d hybridization and the high
Pd polarizability [68], there is an electron charge transfer
from Pd 4dminority states to Fe 3dmajority states, what
explains the calculated non-negligible induced magnetic
moment at the Pd surface layer. The Ir1 LDOS are more
extended than the 3d and 4d elements.
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Figure 1. Spin-polarized d orbitals projected local density
of states (LDOS) at Pd, Fe and the first Ir layer (Ir1) in (a)
Pd/Fe/Ir(111) and (b) Pd/Co/Ir(111). The minority density
of states are shown as negative.

B. Heisenberg exchange interactions

The calculation of the Heisenberg (isotropic), Jij , and
the DMI (anisotropic) exchange parameters were done
for a collinear spin configuration, and we here consider an
approximation [69] in which the Pd and Ir moments are
treated as independent spin degrees of freedom. Figure
2 shows the intralayer 3d-3d, as well as the interlayer 3d-
4d and 3d-5d Jij parameters in Pd/X/Ir(111) (X = Fe,
Co), including a comparison with Fe and Co fcc bulks
exchange couplings, both with the same lattice parameter
as Ir bulk.
Concerning the Pd/Fe bilayer on Ir(111), the intralayer

isotropic exchange coupling (JFe−Fe) is FM between spin
moments of first neighbors Fe atoms (J1st

Fe−Fe = 11.3 meV)
and its strength decreases with inter atomic distance, os-
cillating between positive and negative values for more
distant atoms. In particular, from the second neighbors
to the fifth neighbors, the interactions favors the AFM
coupling (with emphasis on the third neighbors’ interac-
tions, of J3rd

Fe−Fe = −2.1 meV), as shown in Fig. 2, which
characterizes a long-range magnetic frustration effect.
This remark is particularly relevant, given that frustrated
isotropic exchange interactions have shown to play a key
role on the stabilization of complex noncollinear (spin
spiral, skyrmionic) states in transition metal 2D systems
[22, 23], as well as effective Jij ’s are closely related to the
formation of lower-energy spin spiral states [70]. Fe bulk
fcc (γ-Fe) is known to exhibit a ground state noncollinear
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magnetic ordering, very sensible to the lattice parameter
[71], but the fcc structure is not the only cause [72] for
the Fe noncollinearity in Pd/Fe/Ir(111): the J1st

Fe−Fe is
drastically modified when Fe changes from the fcc bulk
structure to a monolayer (see Fig. 2). Beyond ∼ 2a,
the coupling JFe−Fe becomes very small. These values
are in agreement with earlier results for Pd/Fe bilayer
on Ir(111) [28, 30, 31]. The coupling between a typical
Fe atom and its first neighbor Pd is FM, to be precise
J1st
Fe−Pd = 2.2 meV, while between Fe and Ir nearest neigh-

bors are much weaker (∼ 9% of the Fe-Pd interaction), as
shown as Inset in Fig. 2, due to the large Ir bandwidth.
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Figure 2. (Color online) Isotropic exchange coupling pa-
rameter (Jij) between 3d-3d atoms as function of the nor-
malized interatomic distance (units of lattice parameter), for
Pd/Fe/Ir(111) (solid red circles), Pd/Co/Ir(111) (solid blue
squares), and the correspondent fcc bulks of Fe (dark-red open
circles) and Co (dark-blue open squares). Data for fcc Co and
fcc Fe extracted from Refs. [52] and [73], respectively. In-
set: exchange coupling between 3d-4d atoms and 3d-5d atoms
(interlayer) in Pd/Fe/Ir(111) (full and open red circles) and
Pd/Co/Ir(111) (full and open blue squares). The lines are
guide for the eyes.

For the Pd/Co/Ir(111), the intralayer isotropic ex-
change interaction is FM between Co first neighbors
(J1st

Co−Co = 6.8 meV), and monotonically decreases
to zero as the Co-Co distance increases. The third
and fifth neighbors’ interactions favors the AFM cou-
pling (J3rd

Co−Co ≈ J5th
Co−Co = −0.2 meV) but the FM

J1st
Co−Co is the most relevant contribution. Therefore,

unlike Pd/Fe/Ir(111) and even Co bulk fcc (see Fig.
2), no relevant AFM-FM competition is obtained for
Pd/Co/Ir(111). The interlayer isotropic coupling be-
tween first neighbors Co and Pd atoms is FM, J1st

Co-Pd =
1.4 meV. In order to analyze the isotropic exchange cou-
pling behavior in more detail for Pd/Fe and Pd/Co on
Ir(111), we show in Fig. 3 the Jij as a function of energy
between Fe-Fe (or Co-Co) atoms, from first up to fourth
nearest neighbors (JFe−Fe(E) and JCo-Co(E)). The ac-

tual Jij value (as expressed in Fig. 2) is obtained when
the J(E) is at the Fermi level (J(E = EF )). From the in-
spection of the J(E) curves around the Fermi level it can
be inferred how structural relaxations as well as effects
of increasing or reducing the band filling would affect the
isotropic exchange coupling parameter (Jij) values [9].
From Figs. 3(a,b), we can see that the nearest neighbor

coupling is by far the most important one. The similarity
observed between the curves up to and near EF for Fe-
Fe and Co-Co exchange couplings suggests that we can
assume a rigid-band-like model to explain the obtained
difference between the JFe-Fe and JCo-Co characters, at-
tributing it to the extra 3d valence electron of Co when
compared to Fe. With the displacement of the Fermi level
in the Fe→ Co transition, for instance, third neighbours’
Jij diminish the relative AFM strenght and fourth neigh-
bors’ exchange interactions change from AFM to FM in
Pd/Co/Ir(111) (Fig. 3b). As Jij(E) is modulated by the
magnetic moment, JCo-Co curves are flatter than JFe-Fe.
Fig. 3(a) shows that it is quite difficult to switch the in-

teraction between Fe nearest neighbors from FM to AFM
just by changing the band filling, since the J1st

Fe-Fe(E)
curve has a constant positive level around the EF . More-
over, as also pointed out in Ref. [9], the structural re-
laxation would tend to shift the J(E) curve to the right
(higher values of energy). Thus, this indicates that the
FM coupling for this system will be, in general, stable
under structural relaxations. In turn, Fig. 3(b) shows a
qualitatively similar behavior for the interaction between
Co nearest neighbors by changing the band filling, but
with a decreasing J1st

Co-Co(E) curve around EF . For both
systems, the exchange couplings between more distant Fe
(or Co) neighbors are small.
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Figure 3. (Color online) Isotropic exchange coupling as a
function of energy (J(E)), between (a) Fe and (b) Co 1st,
2nd, 3rd, and 4th nearest-neighbors for Pd/Fe/Ir(111) and
Pd/Co/Ir(111). EF is the Fermi energy.

Concerning the orbital projected contributions to the
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total JFe-Fe and JCo-Co interactions [73], we first point out
that s− and p− contributions are very small (always less
than 2%), and therefore negligible. For both first and
fourth neighbors interactions in the Pd/Fe and Pd/Co
bilayers, the main contributions are from 3dxz − 3dxz
and 3dxy − 3dxz orbitals. For second and third neigh-
bors interactions, however, it is interesting to notice
that the shift in EF changes the major orbital pro-
jected contributions. Regarding the second neighbors
interactions, the main contributions for the total Jij ’s
in Pd/Fe/Ir(111) and Pd/Co/Ir(111) come from 3dxy −
3dz2 , and 3dxy − 3dxy, 3dz2 − 3dz2 , 3dxz − 3dxz, respec-
tively. In turn, for third neighbors, the main contribu-
tions arise from 3dxz−3dxy, 3dxz−3dxz, and 3dxz−3dz2

for Pd/Fe/Ir(111), and 3dxz − 3dz2 for Pd/Co/Ir(111).
These changes in second and third neighbors Jij interac-
tions are important and will be explored in Section IIID
when analyzing the boundaries for the emergence of non-
collinear textures in Pd/Fe/Ir(111).

C. Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interactions

Turning now to the anisotropic DMI, we first stress
that this interaction comes as a surface effect. Let us
consider the interaction vector ~Dij = (Dx, Dy, Dz) be-
tween i and j sites (i 6= j), whose components are in-
dividually denoted by Dν (ν = {x, y, z}). Herein, the
z-axis is considered to be out-of-plane (z ‖ [1̄1̄1̄]), and
(Dx, Dy) are in-plane components, where the x-axis is
parallel to the nearest Fe-Fe (or Co-Co) bond direction.
Fig. 4 shows the average magnitudes of ~Dij between the
(a) Fe-Fe ((b) Co-Co) atoms as a function of the inter-
atomic distance for Pd/Fe/Ir(111) (Pd/Co/Ir(111)), as
well as the components, considering the in-plane

[
1̄01
]

pairing direction. It can be seen from Fig. 4(a) that,
in both cases, the magnitude of the DMI vector between
Fe-Fe (or Co-Co) atoms is larger for the first neighbors
(D1st). Moreover, the magnitude of the DMI vector
tends to decrease with respect to the interatomic sep-
aration, but not monotonicaly, presenting peaks for en-
larged pairwise distances, such as 3

2
√

2a (∼ 8.2Å). This
demonstrates the long-range nature of the DMI in these
systems, as a consequence of electronic hopping medi-
ated mostly by the extended Ir 5d states (Fig. 1). We
obtained D1st

Fe-Fe = 0.62 meV, for the Fe nearest neigh-
boring interactions, which reveals a good agreement with
previous studies (D1st

Fe-Fe = 0.82 meV for a 5% inward re-
laxed Fe layer [28], andD1st

Fe-Fe = 1.00 meV for the pristine
Pd/Fe/Ir(111) system [31]), considering the different the-
oretical approaches used. Given the simple FM (single-
domain) observed for Pd/Co/Ir(111) [32], it is relevant
to notice also the relatively high D1st

Co-Co value, of 0.35
meV. Concerning the DMI vector components, we notice
that in both Pd/Fe/Ir(111) and Pd/Co/Ir(111) multilay-
ers, all Dν components between Fe-Fe (or Co-Co) atoms
exhibit an oscillatory character, specially Dy, as shown

in Fig. 4(b,c), in a Ruderman-Kittel-Kasuya-Yosida-like
(RKKY-like [74–76]) behavior [77], mediated by the con-
duction electrons [78]. These oscillations in Dν cause
the DMI to vary its orientation as the distance from the
reference atom changes.
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Figure 4. (Color online) Average magnitude of (a) the DMI
vectors, | ~Dij |, for all possible Fe-Fe (or Co-Co) bonds in an
fcc(111) layer; and (b,c) Dx, Dy and Dz components times( rij

a

)3, as a function of the normalized interatomic separa-
tion (units of lattice parameter) for (b) Fe-Fe and (c) Co-Co
atoms, considering only the in-plane

[
1̄01
]
pairing direction.

The DMI calculations were performed with collinear magnetic
configuration. The lines are guides for the eyes.

This can be directly seen in Fig. 5, where we present
the DMI directions between a typical atom at the 3d
monolayers and its intralayer neighbors and where the
colors (arrows) denote, respectively, the modulus (orien-
tation) of ~Dij , in case of a collinear magnetic configu-
ration calculation. For both Pd/Fe and Pd/Co bilayers
on Ir(111), a inspection on Fig. 5 shows that the DMI
directions keep the C3v point group symmetry of the
fcc(111) layer, always following the relation ~Dij · ~rij ∼ 0
(~rij = ~ri − ~rj is the position vector), the only constrain
for this type of surface expected from the Moriya’s sym-
metry rules [20, 79]. Similar result was found in Ref. [28]
for the Pd/Fe/Ir(111) system. In Fig. 5(a), it is worth
noting that the average angle between the NN ~DFe-Fe
and the Ir(111) surface plane, φ̄, is φ̄ ∼ 26.5◦. This
mostly in-plane ~D1st

Fe-Fe (the most proeminent) favors a
rotation of the local spin moments towards the Ir(111)
surface to minimize the system energy, directly influ-
encing the emergence of noncollinear magnetism. The
reasoning is the same for ~D2nd

Fe-Fe and ~D3rd

Fe-Fe, specially
because of the long-range influence of Dy (see Fig. 4b).
Concerning the ~DCo-Co interaction vectors, from Fig. 5b,
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it is shown an almost out-of-plane nearest neighbors DMI
vectors. Indeed, the obtained average angle between the
~D1st

Co-Co and the Ir(111) surface is about φ̄ ∼ 68.6◦. When
moving to further neighborhoods, and following the long-
range Dy RKKY-like influence (Fig. 4c), ~DCo-Co peri-
odically changes from almost in-plane to almost out-of-
plane. Therefore, an opposite behavior of ~D1st

Co-Co is ver-
ified when comparing Pd/Fe/Ir(111) and Pd/Co/Ir(111)
systems. It is also worth stressing that the chirality is
changed for second neighbors’ DMI, but maintained for
nearest neighbors ~Dij .

Figure 5. (Color online) Schematic top and side views of
a typical 3d atom (in dark gray) and its closer neighbors in:
(a) Pd/Fe; and (b) Pd/Co bilayers on Ir(111) surfaces. The
arrows indicate the DMI vectors between the central atom
and the atom in which the arrow is located, while the DMI
magnitude is represented by the color scheme (as indicated
in the colorbar). The z-axis corresponds to the out-of-plane
direction ([111]).

Analogous investigation as for Jij in Fig. 3 can be
done for the DMI. Let us consider ~Dij(E) the interaction
vector as a function of the energy for each component,
Dν(E). The results for Fe-Fe and Co-Co interactions
for the in-plane pairing direction [1̄01] are shown in Fig
6(a,b). The results are similar for the [1̄10] in-plane di-
rection (data not shown). For ~Dij(E) we also obtain very
similar curves for the Fe-Fe and Co-Co cases, indicating,
again, that a simple rigid-band-like model can be used to
explain the differences in the DMI directions in both sys-
tems. The extra 3d valence electron in the minority spin
states of Co shifts EF to higher energies, in a region in
which Dz is more pronounced in Pd/Co/Ir(111), dimin-
ishing at the same time the corresponding importance
of Dx and Dy components. In Pd/Fe/Ir(111), however,
the case is the inverse: while Dz(EF ) becomes relatively
smaller, Dx(EF ) and Dy(EF ) become comparatively rel-
evant, constraining ~Dij to a more in-plane interaction
vector ( ~Dij ⊥ [111]). Even though the Dν(E) curves
profiles for Pd/X/Ir(111) (X = Fe, Co) are very simi-
lar to each other, their magnitudes differ (being smaller
for Co-Co interactions), a trend which is indirectly driven
by Hund’s first rule [80]. With this simple rigid-band-like
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Figure 6. (Color online) Anisotropic DMI vector compo-
nents Dx, Dy, and Dz as a function of the energy, between
Fe (left panel, red curves) and Co (right panel, blue curves)
1st, 2nd, and 3rd nearest-neighbors for the Pd/Fe/Ir(111) and
Pd/Co/Ir(111) in the in-plane [1̄01] pairing direction. EF is
the Fermi energy.

model, for example, it is also possible to predict the situ-
ation of one 3d valence electron more in Co (Co→ Ni), in
which EF is shifted to higher energies. The DMI would
diminish in magnitude, specially due to the lower peaks
in Dν(E) (in accordance to Ref. [80]), and the interac-
tion vectors would be prominently in-plane [81] (while
the Jij would present FM neighbors couplings, see Fig.
3b and Ref. [81]). The analysis of Dz on Pd/Fe/Ir(111)
and Pd/Co/Ir(111) also suggests that the DMI would not
be profoundly affected by small structural relaxations.

In order to compare our results for the DMI with
the experimental one concerning the Pd/Fe/Ir(111) [25],
which obtained D = (3.9± 0.2) mJ/m2, expressed as
an energy density [82], one can define an effective DMI
vector magnitude as Deff =

∑
i 6=1

∣∣∣ ~D1i

∣∣∣, where the site
"1" represents a reference (Fe or Co) site (central atom)
and the sum goes over its nearest neighbors atoms of
the 3d intralayer hexagon, presenting an area of 3l2

√
3

2 ,
with l = a

√
2

2 . Therefore, our first principles DMI vec-
tor density D for the Fe layer in Pd/Fe/Ir(111) is equal
to D = DFe = Deff

3l2√
3

2
= 3.72meV

19.16Å2 ∼ 3.1mJ/m2, which
is in good agreement with the experimental result. For
Pd/Co/Ir(111) this quantity is ∼ 60% of DFe (DCo ∼ 1.8
mJ/m2).
Skyrmion formation and shape are often related to the

ratio between the anisotropic and the isotropic exchange
couplings [14, 28, 83, 84]. For the Pd/Fe/Ir(111) system,
we obtained |

~D|
J ∼ 0.055 for the average nearest neigh-

bors Fe-Fe interactions, which is in agreement with Ref.
[28]. Interestingly, for the Pd/Co/Ir(111) this value is
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similar, |
~D|
J ∼ 0.051. As skyrmions in Pd/Fe/Ir(111)

were experimentally verified [12], one would have ex-
pected, by looking at the higher |

~D|
J obtained ratio, that

Pd/Co/Ir(111) has a tendency towards the emergence of
noncollinear spin configurations or even skyrmions. Nev-
ertheless, this is not the case [32].

D. Phase diagrams and boundaries for the
noncollinear textures

So far, we have shown that a simple rigid-band-like
model can explain the differences in the ab-initio Jij
and ~Dij parameters of Pd/Fe and Pd/Co bilayers on
Ir(111). Also, we have demonstrated the long-range char-
acter of ~Dij , and the in-plane (or out-of-plane) pref-
erence of the DMI vectors. Now, we apply these pa-
rameters we have obtained in the DFT calculations in
the ASD simulations, constructing the magnetic con-
figurations for several external magnetic fields (B) and
temperatures (T ) conditions. Before we discuss our re-
sults, however, it is noteworthy that we had to con-
sider not only the first shell of Fe-Fe and Co-Co neigh-
bors in the simulations, but further neighbors to obtain
the correct magnetic configurations for Pd/Fe/Ir(111)
and Pd/Co/Ir(111), as it will be discussed in Section
IIID 1. Concerning Pd/Fe/Ir(111), it was experimentally
[12, 25, 85] and theoretically [27, 28, 30, 31, 86] shown
that the system presents a spin-spiral (SS) ground state
which evolves to a FM skyrmion lattice (SkL) when an
external magnetic field is applied (of ∼ 1−1.5 T), reach-
ing a FM (field-polarized) state for B ∼ 2.5− 3 T. How-
ever, Pd/Co/Ir(111) presents a single-domain FM state
in an applied field of B = ±1 T [32]. We explored the
ground and excited states (with B > 0 and T > 0) of
both systems, for external magnetic fields applied in the
out-of-plane direction. In all simulations we considered
the ab-initio Gilbert damping values of αPdFe = 0.023
for Pd/Fe/Ir(111) and αPdCo = 0.040 for Pd/Co/Ir(111),
obtained with the same method for calculating α in real-
space as described in Ref. [87]. These α values take
into account the moment-weighted average of the layer-
resolved dampings shown in Table I for typical sites in the
Fe (or Co) layers [87] and typical sites in the correspon-
dent Pd layers. For example, αPdCo = mPd

s αPd+mCo
s αCo

mPd
s +mCo

s
.

The results presented here are not strictly dependent on
the damping parameter choice. We note, however, that
one should be careful when using the damping values for
the investigation of α-dependent properties, as the effec-
tive α has shown to change when in noncollinear spin
environments (such as in Pd/Fe/Ir(111)) [88, 89].

The obtained (B, T ) phase diagram of Pd/Co/Ir(111),
based on the time average (1 ps) of the topological charge
Q, is exhibited in Fig. 7a. In the presence or in the ab-
sence of magnetic fields, the Co-based system presents
a single-domain FM state. This is corroborated by the
average magnetic moments, m̄s (Fig. 7b), in which the

Table I. First-principles damping values calculated for a typ-
ical atom in the Fe (αFe), Co (αCo), and Pd (αPd) layers of
Pd/Fe/Ir(111) and Pd/Co/Ir(111).

Pd/Fe/Ir(111) Pd/Co/Ir(111)
αFe = 0.004 [87] αCo = 0.003 [87]
αPd = 0.192 αPd = 0.274

m̄s value decays regularly with temperature as an effect
of time-dependent fluctuations. From our ab-initio and
spin dynamics calculations, the Pd/Co/Ir(111) FM phase
was not modified to a noncollinear texture under the in-
fluence of an external magnetic field (evaluated in the
in-plane and out-of-plane directions, for field magnitudes
up to B = 100 T). The calculated critical temperature
from the peak (divergence) in the magnetic specific heat
[90], cV = ∂E

∂T

∣∣∣
V
, is about TC ≈ 165 K (black dots on

Fig. 7, obtained by a Lorentzian fitting). The calcu-
lated TC is far below the Co fcc bulk limit, in qualitative
agreement with Ref. [91]. For T > TC , the random dis-
tribution of spin directions over finite spaces and times
led to arbitrary non-integer Q values, characterizing the
paramagnetic phase.
In turn, for Pd/Fe/Ir(111), we obtained a much more

complex phase diagram, shown in Fig. 8. The most rel-
evant is a SkL phase that occurs when 1.7T . B . 3T,
excluding an intermediate region, mainly composed by
a mixed (SS + skyrmions) state, accessed by SA simula-
tions. The skyrmions vary in diameter and density as the
applied magnetic field increases. Our calculations show
that, for instance, at T ∼ 0 K the diameter change from
d ∼ 4.4 nm for B = 1.8 T to d ∼ 3.9 nm for B = 3.3 T,
a reduction of ∼ 12% in the average value, in accordance
to Refs. [25, 92, 93]; their shape, however, switch from
the well-known circular shape to an amorphic shape due
to thermal fluctuations for finite temperatures. Above
B ∼ 3 T, the skyrmions gradually vanish, leading to a
FM state. Indeed, the skyrmion density is reduced from
∼ 68 × 10−3 skyrmions/nm2 for B ∼ 1.8 T (skyrmion
lattice) to ∼ 16 × 10−3 skyrmions/nm2 for B ∼ 3.3 T.
This transition is characterized by the presence of in-
creasingly isolated skyrmions. Again using the criteria
of divergence in cV , the calculated TC to the PM phase
is about TC ≈ 145 K (see the black dots in Fig. 8).
Differently from Pd/Co/Ir(111), the transition region to
the PM phase is not characterized by an abrupt shift
to arbitrary non-integer Q values, but instead by a zone
composed by arbitrary rational topological charges with
the same sign found for Q’s in the SkL region; previ-
ous studies usually call it a flutuation-disordered (FD)
state [27, 30, 85], where the skyrmion lifetime is finite.
In terms of the topological charge densities, states in the
FD state are composed by short-lived (positive and neg-
ative) poles, as shown in Fig. 9 (for T ∼ 147 K). In
contrast, for finite temperatures inside the SkL region
(Fig. 9, T ∼ 41 K), the topological charge densities are
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Figure 7. (Color online) B − T phase diagram of
Pd/Co/Ir(111), showing: (a) the time-average total topologi-
cal number Q̄; and (b) the average relative magnetic moment(

m̄s

mCo
s

)
as a function of external B and finite T . The black

dots show the order transition inflection points of the mag-
netic specific heat, cV , obtained by a Lorentzian fitting. The
ferromagnetic (fully saturated, FM) and paramagnetic (PM)
phases are indicated. The dashed black lines are guides for
the eyes.

composed of amorphic geometries indicating the posi-
tions where skyrmions are found in the real-space. The
transition to the FD state, at about T ∼ 70 K, agrees
very well with recent experiments [85].

Below B ∼ 1.7 T (or B ∼ 1 T, including the intermedi-
ate region), we find a SS configuration with a wavelength
of λ ∼ 4 nm when B = 0 T, in excellent agreement with
experimental results of λ = 5 − 7 nm [12, 94]. This is
also corroborated by the average magnetic moment in-
vestigation (see Fig. 8b), in which m̄s → 0 for this range

of B values. We note that, because of the general FM
character of Pd-Fe Jij interactions (see Fig. 2, Inset),
induced by the high hybridization of the Fe-Pd (3d-4d)
electronic states (Fig. 1), the Pd cover layer replicates
the magnetic configuration formed in the Fe layer, how-
ever with lower intensity (due to the diminished induced
magnetic moment of Pd in comparison to Fe). This result
was confimed with atomistic spin dynamics simulations
(data not shown), and it is in agreement with the obser-
vations in Ref. [12], in which the PdFe bilayer behaves
as a single magnetic entity.

Figure 8. (Color online) The same as Fig. 7, but
for Pd/Fe/Ir(111) with the normalized topological charge,
Qnorm. The ferromagnetic (fully saturated, FM), spin-spiral
(SS), skyrmion lattice (SkL), flutuation-disordered (FD), and
paramagnetic (PM) phases are indicated in yellow. The
dashed black lines are guides for the eyes.

1. Boundaries for the noncollinear textures at low
temperatures

Established the phase diagrams, natural questions that
arise are: which interactions are essential to the emer-
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Figure 9. (Color online) Left column: Real-space image of spin configurations of Pd/Fe/Ir(111) for an applied external field of
B ∼ 2.6 T and temperatures of T = 10−3 K, T ∼ 41 K and T ∼ 147 K, with the local z-component of the magnetic moment,
mz, indicated by the colorbars (in µB). Right column: Correspondent topological charge densities with intensity given by the
colorbars. The yellow dotted circles indicate the occurrence of positive and negative poles for better visualization. Here, rx

and ry are positions in the real-space (given in nm).

gence of noncollinear textures in Pd/Fe/Ir(111)? Does
Pd/Co/Ir(111) ever presents a noncollinear behavior for
the consideration of distinct interactions neighborhoods?
To answer these questions, we performed several low-
temperature SA calculations with different ranges of Jij
and ~Dij interactions, for both surfaces. In the case of
Pd/Co/Ir(111), considering DMI, Jij ’s up to fifth neigh-
bors and disregarding B and the anisotropy term, we

found noncollinear configurations (SS, with λ > 40 nm,
and SkL, composed by skyrmions with d > 20 nm) as
almost degenerated lower-energy solutions. In contrast,
when the Ki

eff is included (Eq. 1), we always find a
FM (single-domain) solution as the most stable; there-
fore, the shift of EF to higher energies, turning second
neighbors and further Jij interactions to positive (or less
negative) values, indeed vanishes the possibility of a non-
collinear ordering in the Pd/Co bilayer.
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For Pd/Fe/Ir(111), however, the case is more interest-
ing. Without considering DMI, the inclusion of Jij ’s from
fourth to seventh neighbors results in isolated skyrmionic
structures as metastable solutions in the presence of ex-
ternal magnetic fields, alternating between stable SS, in
agreement with [31], and mixed states when B = 0. With
the full Jij set and (B,Ki

eff) = (0, 0), we find noncollinear
metastable solutions (FM ground-state [28]). In turn, in
the presence of DMI, B = 0, and high anisotropies (∼ 1
meV/Fe), the consideration until third neighbors inter-
actions produces chiral skyrmions with arbitrary topo-
logical charge [95] as metastable solutions. With the
experimental anisotropy, the inclusion of Jij ’s further
than third neighbors, we observe the main transition to
the SS phase. When B = 2.5 T, the fourth neighbors
Jij ’s also produces a transition from FM → mixed state
(SS + skyrmions), while the SkL (Fig. 8) only emerges
when considering tenth neighbors interactions. Figure
10 summarizes the regions for Pd/Fe/Ir(111) when DMI
is present for different neighborhoods of exchange inter-
actions. In brief, the fact that the first neighbors DMI
Fe-Fe interaction has a relevant in-plane component is a
necessary although not a sufficient condition to drive the
complex noncollinear configurations here.

Figure 10. (Color online) Evolution of the average Fe ms

in Pd/Fe/Ir(111) at low temperature (T = 10−3 K), for (a)
B = 0; and (b) B = 2.5 T, as further Jij interactions are
considered (e.g., “1” indicates up to first neighbors), and in
the presence of DMI and the experimental anisotropy. Lines
are guides for the eyes.

E. Tuning Pd/Co/Ir(111)

Now, we explore the possibility of tuning the magnetic
(Jij , ~Dij) parameters of Pd/Co/Ir(111), aiming for the
emergence of noncollinear textures in this material which
has a simple (single-domain) magnetic configuration. As

mentioned in the Introduction, recent investigations have
shown that these intrinsic interactions can be experi-
mentally modified by the application of external electric
fields, strain, or by introducing high-spin orbit defects.
Also, considering the demonstrated rigid-band-filling na-
ture of the interactions, one can modify the Jij and
~Dij by shifting EF through, for instance, FeCo alloying
[26, 96]. Therefore, in this Section we consider initially
the ab-initio parameters calculated for Pd/Co/Ir(111),
which, after tuned, will be analyzed separately.
Since the DMI presents an essentially distinct behav-

ior in Fe-based and Co-based bilayers, we inspect how the
orientations and magnitudes influence in the emergence
of skyrmions. Figure 11 shows the absolute topological
charge phase diagrams for the applied magnetic fields
B = 0.1 T and B = 0.5 T as a function of the DMI
vector rotations and magnitudes (exchange couplings are
not changed). The ~Dij orientations are varied from the
obtained for Pd/Co/Ir(111) (0%) to the obtained for
Pd/Fe/Ir(111) (100%), considering an interaction dis-
tance up to almost ∼ 2.7 nm (35 shells of neighbors, or
∼ 7a). Here, we generalize naming the set of these states
as skyrmionic phases (SkP). If Pd/Co/Ir(111) DMI is
simply twisted, keeping its strength (white dotted line
following Co in Fig. 11(a1,b1)), no noncollinear configu-
ration is achieved. On the other hand, if the Co-Co DMI
magnitude is increased, isolated skyrmionic structures
(Sk) or mixed states (Sk + SS) are found in the rotation
interval of ∼ 15% to ∼ 100%, for both analyzed magnetic
fields; as B enhances, we also obtain an increase in the
skyrmion counting in this region (higher Q’s). An exam-
ple of state considering a rotation of ∼ 50% of the DMI
orientation of Pd/Fe/Ir(111) and the double of the origi-
nal ~DCo-Co magnitude, for B = 0.1 T, is shown in Fig. 12.
The energy differences to the FM (single-domain) state
as well as a comparison with SS phase in the x̂ and ŷ di-
rections (1q yz and 1qxz, respectively), and with a pure
SkL phase (3q), are calculated. As can be seen, both SS
(∆E ∼ 14µeV/Co) and SkL (∆E ∼ 42µeV/Co) present
small energy differences with respect to the FM configu-
ration, thus being characterized by metastable solutions
in the whole range of spin lattice sizes. The situation is
similar to the reported for Co/Ru(0001) [18], in which
metastable isolated skyrmions are found.
In Fig. 11, for DMI directions between ∼ 40% and
∼ 60% of ~DFe-Fe, and B = 0.1 T, a mixed phase (SS
+ skyrmions) can occur specially near higher ~Dij mag-
nitudes (near two times ~DCo-Co). This region vanishes
when higher external magnetic fields (such as B = 0.5
T) are applied, making room for an isolated-skyrmions
phase. The situation is similar in the transition from Co
→ Fe and higher DMI magnitudes, except that, even for
B = 0.5 T, a region characterized by mixed states still
survives. In this case, following the trends shown by Figs.
11(b1,b2), the large DMI magnitudes require even higher
external fields to transform this (SS + Sk) region into an
isolated-skyrmions zone.
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Figure 11. (Color online) Skyrmion phase diagrams and the correspondent average relative spin moments
(

ms

mCo
s

)
with respect

to the applied magnetic fields of (a1,a2) B = 0.1 T; and (b1,b2) B = 0.5 T, as a function of the DMI vector directions
and magnitudes. Directions of 0% and 100% represent, respectively, the original Pd/Co/Ir(111) and Pd/Fe/Ir(111) DMI
orientations. The ~Dij magnitude, ranging from two times the Pd/Co/Ir(111) DMI (2Co) to two times the Pd/Fe/Ir(111) DMI
(2Fe), passes through an intermediate transition from | ~DCo-Co| to | ~DFe-Fe|. The absolute topological charges are indicated
in the colorbar, and the ferromagnetic (FM, single-domain), skyrmionic (SkP), isolated-skyrmion (Sk), and mixed (Sk + SS)
phases are indicated in yellow. In all simulations, we considered T = 10−3 K. The dashed white, yellow, and black lines are
guides for the eyes.

The effect of exchange coupling frustrations is investi-
gated in Fig. 13, which shows the skyrmion phase dia-
gram as a function of the Jij strength and the applied
B; in this case, the original DMI magnitudes and direc-
tions of Pd/Co/Ir(111) are not modified. This transition
allows for JCo-Co to transform into JFe-Fe in an interac-
tion distance up to ∼ 2.7 nm (or ∼ 7a), so the FM-AFM
exchange coupling competition existing in Pd/Fe/Ir(111)
is gradually emerged. Interestingly, we note that a SkP
only appears near the JFe-Fe line (white dotted line fol-
lowing Fe in Figs. 13(a,b)), for external magnetic fields
smaller than B = 2.5 T. On Jij strengths higher than
JFe-Fe, the strong frustration induced forces the system
to a metastable isolated-skyrmions phase, specially for
low external magnetic fields. Therefore, the effect of
magnetic frustration is sufficient to render skyrmions

from about the JFe-Fe limit, which are stabilized with
the help of magnetic fields, the not completely out-of-
plane ~DCo-Co, and an out-of-plane magnetic anisotropy.
The latter has been previously identified as a key ingredi-
ent for the emergence of complex structures in frustrated
magnets [97].

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We investigated the electronic and magnetic proper-
ties of Pd/Fe/Ir(111) and Pd/Co/Ir(111) using a combi-
nation of first-principles calculations and spin-dynamics
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Figure 12. (Color online) Energy difference, ∆E, with re-
spect to the FM single-domain configuration (dashed line) as
a function of the spin lattice size N for: SS phase in the ŷ
(1qxz, red dots) and x̂ (1q yz, blue squares) directions, and
SkL phase (3q, green triangles). For the simulations, Jij in-
teraction set is kept as the one obtained for Pd/Co/Ir(111).
DMI magnitudes are two times the original

∣∣ ~DCo-Co
∣∣, and ro-

tated to ∼ 50% of the Pd/Fe/Ir(111) ~Dij directions. In all
cases, we considered T = 10−3 K and B = 0.1 T.

simulations, aiming to explain their contrasting mag-
netic behaviors. For Pd/Fe/Ir(111), we obtained that
the ground-state is characterized by a noncollinear spin
arrangement, in which both exchange and DMI have, si-
multaneously, significant roles. In particular, the emer-
gent FM-AFM magnetic frustration present on the Fe-Fe
exchange interactions is not sufficient to drive, alone, the
Pd/Fe/Ir(111) bilayer into a noncollinear ground-state
configuration, but leads to a metastable one. In turn, the
Pd/Fe/Ir(111) DMI first neighbors vectors, ~D1st

ij , exhibit
an almost contrary behavior from the Pd/Co/Ir(111), al-
though both present a long-range influence, particularly
driven by theDy (in-plane) component. Due to this long-
range nature of Jij and ~Dij , the correct Pd/Fe/Ir(111)
noncollinear states are only achieved with the consider-
ation of, at least, fourth neighbors interactions. Nev-
ertheless, in the case of Pd/Co/Ir(111), these further
neighbors interactions are not sufficient to change the
magnetic behavior from the simple FM (single-domain)
configuration. In order to unravel this puzzle, by per-
forming state-of-the-art in silico simulations, the origi-
nal Pd/Co/Ir(111) ~Dij and Jij parameters were sepa-
retly tuned into the ones of Pd/Fe/Ir(111), and higher
magnitudes. Interestingly, we found conditions for the
emergence of SkP in the originally FM single-domain
Pd/Co/Ir(111), by rotating the DMI vectors, or inducing
a FM-AFM competition in the exchange interactions.

The ab-initio Jij and DMI behaviors have shown to
exhibit a simple rigid-band-like model nature. Among

Figure 13. (Color online) Skyrmion phase diagram and the
correspondent average relative spin moments

(
ms

mCo
s

)
as a

function of the exchange coupling, Jij , and external mag-
netic field, B. The exchange magnitudes are varied from
two times the Pd/Co/Ir(111) Jij ’s (2Co) to two times the
Pd/Fe/Ir(111) Jij ’s (2Fe), passing through an intermediate
transition from JCo-Co to JFe-Fe. The absolute topological
charges are indicated in the colorbar, and the ferromagnetic
(FM, single-domain) and skyrmionic phases (SkP) are indi-
cated in yellow. In all simulations, we considered T = 10−3

K.

the most important effects, by switching the Fermi level
to higher energies, the extra minority 3d electron in Co
(w.r.t. Fe) is responsible for the emergence of a relevant
AFM J3rd

Fe−Fe and a more in-plane ~D1st
Fe−Fe.

The present deep investigation contributes to the
understanding of the origin of the noncollinear mag-
netism (and skyrmions) in Pd/Fe/Ir(111) and not in
Pd/Co/Ir(111). Moreover, it also opens avenues to the
study of conditions for the emergence of skyrmions in
non-skyrmionic magnetic thin films.
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